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The Energy Audit

3D Energy is an Alberta based energy-centric engineering and consul�ng firm located in Sherwood Park and 
Calgary that specializes in audi�ng, energy modeling, and project feasibility.  

3D Energy was recently contracted by Petwin Proper�es to perform energy audits on residen�al, commercial 
and mixed-use towers. This analysis resulted in a unique and customized energy solu�ons plan that focused on 
reducing opera�ng expenses and modernizing the equipment of each building. 
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Each building type is assessed for over 50 different possible energy conserva�on upgrades. Our team of 
cer�fied energy auditors then narrows down a customized list of the best upgrades for each building based 
on current energy performance of the building, long term goals of ownership, current building condi�on, 
type of occupant in the building, and a several other factors. Each upgrade in that list is then ranked based 
on expected financial performance (Net Present Value and Payback Period) and the best upgrades are 
presented in an implementa�on plan.  
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The Energy Audit

By combining the findings of the energy audit and the goals and plans that the owners/opera�on managers 
have for the building, 3D Energy can create a customized energy solu�ons plan. This plan can span over any 
number of years and incorporates the annual expected opera�onal budget for the building. For the three 
Petwin buildings, a four-year plan was presented:

As shown, all aspects of the building are analyzed, and a one-size fits all approach to energy efficiency is not 
possible. Each building has a unique set of projects that best suit it's needs. 

LED ligh�ng is almost always recommended to be done as soon as possible, because of its ability to predictably 
reduce opera�onal costs in the future. The electricity cost savings generated from LED ligh�ng upgrades can be 
put aside and be used to pay for future projects. 

Upgrading doors and windows can be a costly endeavour with minimal cost savings, but the structure of the 
building is improved which can make the building more valuable and desirable for tenants.  

Hot water upgrades that reduce water waste will improve the overall efficiency and environmental impact of 
the building while reducing both water and hea�ng u�lity costs. 

HVAC system upgrades are typically quite costly but improve the building from a technical perspec�ve and 
increase the comfort of the space for occupants. 

In addi�on, our onsite energy auditors were able to make some low-cost / no-cost recommenda�ons that 
immediately reduced the next months energy bills by more than the cost of the energy audit!
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TOTAL ESTIMATED 
ANNUAL REDUCTION 

IN ELECTRICITY 
1,125,115 

kWh

TOTAL ESTIMATED 
ANNUAL COST 

SAVINGS 
$215,024
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$276,080
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LED Ligh�ng 
Door Seals 

Door Sweeps
Low-Cost Measures

Boiler Upgrade
Digital Thermostats

Ven�la�on Op�mize
Pump Upgrade

Hydronic Valves

Parkade Heaters
Co-Genera�on

Condensing MUAs
Variable Speed Fans

Low Flow Water Fixtures 
Insulate Water Pipes

Variable Speed Pumps
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The Energy Audit

To learn more about how you can save energy costs, please contact:

We recently contracted for and received the benefits of audits for two of our mid-rise buildings 
by 3D Energy.  We were in a bit of a �me crunch, wan�ng to discuss the finished product at a 

strategic planning session to the Board of Directors, not only were the reports ready and 
analyzed, but they a�ended and made presenta�ons that were very well received.

Adam Trovato and his team were very quick to respond, the audits were extremely helpful in 
iden�fying areas for improvement, par�cularly where cost effec�veness is concerned.

They were helpful in iden�fying priori�es and se�ng expecta�ons for “payback” on the 
improvements – which will be of assistance in road mapping our Capital budgets.

Having been involved in condominiums, condominium management and property management 
for nearly 20 years, this team and their product would be one that I would highly recommend.

— Sherridan Gelmici, Property Manager of Petwin Properties

The exact upgrades and their expected costs are clearly laid out so that property managers can more accurately 
set and forecast their capital budgets over the four years of the plan. To assist with longer term projec�ons, 3D 
Energy uses long term energy price forecasts and financial modeling to project how the plan will affect cash 
flows moving forward. As shown below, the plan presented to Petwin proper�es is expected to become cash 
flow posi�ve within 10 years. 
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Adam Trovato, Opera�ons Manager of 3D Energy, A Vital Group Company 
atrovato@3denergy.ca                    587-400-6848                    3denergy.ca
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